Predator–prey body size relationships when predators can consume prey larger than themselves
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As predator–prey interactions are inherently size-dependent, predator and prey body sizes are key to understanding their feeding relationships. To describe predator–prey size relationships (PPSRs) when predators can consume prey larger than themselves, we conducted field observations targeting three aquatic hemipteran bugs, and assessed their body masses and those of their prey for each hunting event. The data revealed that their PPSR varied with predator size and species identity, although the use of the averaged sizes masked these effects. Specifically, two predators had slightly decreased predator–prey mass ratios (PPMRs) during growth, whereas the other predator specialized on particular sizes of prey, thereby showing a clear positive size–PPMR relationship. We discussed how these patterns could be different from fish predators swallowing smaller prey whole.

1. Introduction

As predator–prey interactions are inherently size-dependent, measurements of body sizes of interacting predators and prey are key to understanding their feeding relationships and are increasingly important for food-web studies [1–3]. A previous analysis of global datasets on species body sizes suggested that predator–prey size relationships (PPSRs) may systematically differ among habitat types (e.g. terrestrial versus aquatic) [4]. In general, pelagic consumers (e.g. fish) swallow smaller prey whole, whereas terrestrial or benthic carnivores often capture relatively large prey using hunting tools (e.g. fangs and claws; figure 1). These differences in feeding modes support the traditional view that size constraints on feeding ultimately determine the fundamental nature of food-web structure and dynamics [5]. Furthermore, more recent analyses identified body size and taxonomic identity of predators as additional determinants of PPSR [6–9]. Taken together, it is hypothesized that PPSR qualitatively differ depending on the feeding modes of predators, the understanding of which is essential to establish size-based approaches applicable to a wide range of food webs.

At present, however, data on PPSRs are lacking when predators have a comparable or even smaller body size than their prey (as exemplified in figure 1), except for host–parasitoid interactions [10]. This is because conventional stomach content analysis cannot explicitly assess prey sizes in such situations, the difficulty of measuring body sizes at each hunting event. A common alternative is to use species-averaged body sizes [4,11–13], yet the validity of this remains controversial because feeding relationships are interpreted differently when evaluated at the scale of individual predation events and predator–prey species pairs [7,10,14,15]. In this study, we aim to provide a dataset of PPSR for the understudied type of interaction. We conduct field observations targeting three aquatic hemipteran bugs as easy-to-track model...
organisms (figure 1d; [16]), and assess their body masses and those of their prey for each hunting event. Furthermore, we identify possible determinants of their PPSR. Specifically, we focus on predator size and species identity for a comparative discussion with gape-limited fish predators [6,7].

2. Material and methods

We monitored hunting events of three aquatic hemipteran bugs (Appasus japonicus, Kirkaldyia deyrolli, and Laccotrophes japonensis) in rice fields of central Japan over 1–3 day intervals from May to August in 2005 (see [16] for detailed methodology). They ambush prey at the water surface, capture passing targets by surprise, and insert their proboscis into the victim’s body. We searched for hunting events during the night using a flashlight to minimize behavioural interference. For each hunting event, we identified the predator and prey species, measured their body lengths or the lengths of other body parts with callipers, and released them. The length data were converted to weight, based on independent assessments of their allometric relationships: (weight) = a(length)^b (see the electronic supplementary material, S1). This procedure was to estimate pre-hunting weight without significant over- or underestimation. We recorded a total of 436 hunting events involving 21 prey types. The estimated predator size ranges were 10.51–276.7 mg, 51.92–7144 mg and 6.38–1345 mg for A. japonicus, K. deyrolli and L. japonensis, respectively (see the electronic supplementary material, S2).

Importantly, PPSR can be defined in various ways depending on the definition of size [7,10,14,15]. Here, we considered three definitions following [7,10,14]: (i) ‘species-averaged PPSR’ which uses mean body weights (BW) of predator and prey species, (ii) ‘link-averaged PPSR’ which uses mean BW of predators and prey individuals that actually consume or are consumed by interacting species, and (iii) ‘individual-link PPSR’ which uses predator and prey individual BW for each hunting event. Note that the last represents the real feeding relationships. We compared prey BW among predators by using a standardized major axis (SMA) technique to simultaneously consider variations in the two axes [17]. For species-averaged PPSR, we simply used one-way ANOVA because SMA was not applicable. It would be useful to include individual identity of predators as a random factor to avoid a potential pseudo-replication issue [7], yet this was not feasible because the predators we examined moult and shed paint marks for individual identification; however, this would not affect our major conclusions. We also evaluated predator–prey mass ratios (PPMRs) in size-based food-web studies, for the three definitions (see the electronic supplementary material, S3).

To explore possible determinants of PPSR, we tested four statistical models following [7]: (i) a null model, where prey BW is common among all predators (i.e. log10(prey BW) = a), (ii) a taxonomic model, where prey BW is species-specific (i.e. log10(prey BW) = a + b (predator species identity)), (iii) an allometric model, where prey BW is size-dependent (i.e. log10(prey BW) = a + b × (predator species identity)), and (iv) a combined model (i.e. log10(prey BW) = a + b1 × (predator species identity) + b2 × log10(predator BW) + b3 × (predator species identity) × log10(predator BW)). Here, BW represented individual weights for individual-link PPSR, whereas the mean measurements were used for the other definitions. Calculating the Akaike information criterion (AIC) by ordinary least-squares regression, we determined the best statistical model for each definition. All analyses (including calculations of parameters a and b) were conducted using the software R [18].

3. Results

For all the definitions, PPMR generally ranged between 0 and 1 on a log scale, i.e. the predators and prey had similar body sizes of the same order of magnitude (figure 2a). For species-averaged definition, K. deyrolli had larger prey BW than the other species (p < 0.05, figure 2b). For link-averaged definition, A. japonicus and L. japonensis increased their prey size as they grew, whereas K. deyrolli did not (figure 2c).
For individual-link definition, all species showed increases in prey BW during growth, but the regression slope of \textit{K. deyrolli} was significantly lower than the other species (figure 2d). These results indicate that the effects of predator size and species identity were scale-dependent. We plotted contour lines of PPMR (grey lines) in each panel of figure 2b–d. By comparing these contours with the regressions of predator versus prey BW, we can infer how PPMR during growth (also see the electronic supplementary material, S4 for direct comparison of PPMR versus predator size). We found that \textit{K. deyrolli} clearly increased individual-link PPMR as it grew (i.e. the regression slope was significantly
Table 1. AIC values of the four statistical models for the three PPSR definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>null</th>
<th>taxonomic</th>
<th>allometric</th>
<th>combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>species-averaged</td>
<td>146.6</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>126.6*</td>
<td>128.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link-averaged</td>
<td>147.9</td>
<td>119.1</td>
<td>93.90</td>
<td>80.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual-link</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>832.2</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>648.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*The best model with the lowest AIC.

less than 1), whereas the other two predators had slightly decreased individual-link PPMR during growth (i.e. the regression slope is greater than 1) (figure 2d). The AIC values showed that species-averaged prey BW was best explained by the allometric model, whereas link-averaged and individual-link prey BWs were best explained by the combined model (table 1; see the electronic supplementary material, S5 for model selection to explain PPMR).

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first published attempt to formally characterize PPSR when predators can consume prey larger than themselves. The data revealed that PPSR varied with predator size and species identity, although the use of the averaged sizes confused these effects (figure 2h–i and table 1). This scale dependence is generally consistent with that in fish stomach content datasets [7]. Notably, however, our results showed that species averaging generates a misleading picture of real feeding relationships even though it does not affect PPMR (figure 2o), whereas previous studies addressed this problem based on the definition dependence of PPMR [7,14,15]. Therefore, it is important to investigate variability and the determinants of PPSR at the individual level.

The observed PPSR may be qualitatively different from those in gape-limited interactions. In general, fish predators show positive relationships between body size and PPMR [6,7]. This may be explained by ontogenetic niche expansion (i.e. large fish can consume both small and large prey; [19]). In contrast, we observed that PPMR of two predators slightly decreased with increasing body size (figure 2d; but also see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2C in the electronic supplementary material S4). The other predator exceptionally showed a positive size-PPMR relationship similarly to fish predators (figure 2d; electronic supplementary material, figure S2C in the electronic supplementary material S4), but this resulted from specialized feeding on particular sizes of prey (anuran amphibians) during growth (i.e. no major ontogenetic diet shift; electronic supplementary material, S2). Although the available data are still limited, predators may exhibit distinct patterns of ontogenetic change in relative prey size depending on their feeding modes. We infer that these differences are related to the fact that terrestrial predators use a smaller subset of species compared with their aquatic counterparts, probably because more specialized morphological and behavioural adaptations are required to effectively handle large-sized prey [5].

In conclusion, body size exerts a critical influence on feeding regardless of whether predators are larger or smaller than their prey, but PPSR seems to be qualitatively different depending on the feeding modes of predators (i.e. whether they swallow smaller prey whole or capture relatively large prey). It is important to be aware of this difference in order to develop size-based approaches to terrestrial or benthic food webs, where predators are often smaller than their prey. Size-associated individual feeding data are laborious to collect, yet quite important for fully understanding trophic relationships. Further research is encouraged to confirm our results.
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